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Actions FMJD about appeal Fomin 

 

The executive Board has asked several persons active in the composers world for their opinion. 

Mr. Shulga, president of the CPI, first reacted that there was nothing wrong; there was no problem 

with this competition PWCP-1 64 squares. Later he confirmed that not everything was done 

according to the rules. 

After studying the complaint of Mr. Fomin and hearing the opinion of several well-known composers 

from Eastern Europe and West Europe and the Dutch composers organisation KVD it became clear 

that several things had gone wrong in this competition:  

- The special regulations of the competition were against the CPI rules for compositions while 

this is forbidden in the CPI rules and statutes. These special regulations were created by one 

of the competitors who changed the rules in his own advantage and later won this World 

Championship competition. 

- The referees (judges) in this competition had judged compositions against the rules of CPI. 

Some of the judges even stated on the Internet that their own opinion about the rules for 

compositions was more important than the CPI rules for compositions. 

Mr Yuskevitch came to a very strong conclusion: “such a CPI we no longer need”. 

From our contacts with many composers it became clear that everybody had a different opinion, so 

finding a group of composers to advise about this matter and come with a unanimous advice was 

expected to be impossible. 

The executive Board of FMJD decided to postpone all official CPI competitions until a solution was 

found for this problem. So it was not possible anymore to start new World Championships for 

composers. The Dutch composers organisation KVD was very positive about this decision. 

In the meeting of the Executive Board, October 2014, a proposal was accepted to ask the federations 

involved, Russia and Belarus, to come together and find a solution for this problem, as all persons 

involved were from these two federations: the complaining party, Mr Fomin from Russia, the winner 

of the competition, due to irregularities, Mr. Skhludov from Belarus, the president of the CPI Mr. 

Shulga. 

However, this did not work as Mr. Yurgenson of the Russian Federation informed us that Russia 

would not cooperate to find a solution together with the federation of Belarus. 

In December 2014 some members of the Executive Board had a meeting with the composer  

Alexander Moiseyev and he came  with some valuable suggestions to try to solve this problem as it 

was considered painful (by him) for the composers if they could not win any titles anymore. 

FMJD asked the opinion of the CPI about these and other suggestion but there is still no answer from 

the CPI. 

In the meantime CPI took things in its own hand and started again with the organisation of new 

world Championship competitions. The titles proposed by the CPI to be accepted by this General 

Assembly have been postponed until this problem has been solved in an acceptable way. 

Some of these suggestions done to the CPI : 



- Some decision has to be made about accepting for future tournaments compositions which 

participated in the tournament in 1997(?) from which Mr. Fomin sent contributions to the 

PWCP 64 which were not accepted by the jury.  

- The rules about what problems cannot be accepted because they have already been 

published should be made more clear as they are now too much open to different 

interpretations. 

-  Jury members should agree to make their jury decisions based on the official rules for 

compositions and not find their own opinion about these rules more important. Mr. 

Shayahmetov and Mr. Moiseyev made clear in several statements on the internet that their 

own opinion about the rules for compositions are more important than the CPI rules. Of 

course they may have this opinion, but not in a role as jury member for a competition.  

- If there are specific rules for competitions then these rules should not contradict the general 

rules of the CPI for compositions as they are now in the CPI statutes and RI.  

- If the composers and jury members do not agree with the rules for compositions they should 

change these rules but not let their personal opinion be more important than the rules 

agreed within the composers world when judging compositions in an official competition. 


